Leading Revolutions in Health Science

University of California, San Francisco is proud to again co-host this year’s Precision Medicine World Conference. Through cutting-edge biomedical research, diverse data sets, and game-changing partnerships, UCSF is pioneering a knowledge computing platform to enable new therapies, better outcomes, greater value, and more equitable access to precision medicine. We invite you to attend sessions featuring our experts in health and science.

Congratulations to Atul Butte
Winner of the PMWC Pioneer Awards for his outstanding contributions to precision medicine including analyzing large-scale biomedical data, uncovering novel insights to improve patient care, and impacting the field through research on big data analysis, drug repurposing, biomarker discovery, patient stratification, and data-driven clinical decision support.

Check the event schedule to see our team in many sessions, including:

- **Metagenomic Sequencing Challenges in Microbiology Labs**
  Charles Chiu

- **Al-driven Advances in Precision Medicine**
  Nevan Krogan

- **Systems and Sex Differences**
  Monica Gandhi

- **Unlocking the Secrets of Sex Differences in Alzheimer’s Disease**
  Marina Sirota

- **Living Therapeutics for Precision Medicine**
  Michelle Hermiston

- **Utilities of Liquid Biopsy in Biomarker Testing**
  Laura van’t Veer

- **Al-driven Advances in Precision Medicine**
  Sharat Israni

- **New Federal Programs Driving Transformative Health Breakthroughs**
  Keith Yamamoto
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